SOCIAL HOUSING
& WELLBEING

SHAWC.CO.UK

THE STRATEGIC
I.T. PARTNERS
Shaw is a group of specialist IT consultants
leading the way in the housing and care sectors.
With a clear understanding of the pressures
faced, we deliver independent strategies,
solutions and services that transform and
future-proof your organisation.
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SHAWC.CO.UK

IMPROVING
PERFORMANCE
Shaw is dedicated to the needs of the social,
housing and wellbeing sectors. With a clear
understanding of the many challenges including
funding cuts, policy changes and compliance,
we build partnerships that ensure your
investment in technology is long-lasting.
What makes us different is our approach – we are entirely
independent from the supplier marketplace, working with
you to improve your bottom line performance and help
you increase productivity. Our consultants are passionate
about providing a high-end, customer focused service
based on wide sector knowledge and over 20 years’ of IT
consultancy experience in this field.
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SHAWC.CO.UK

SMARTER
TECHNOLOGIES
Working as your trusted partner,
we can manage entire projects from
appraisal and business development
to procurement and review. Gaining
insight into your daily operations,
we’ll work with everyone in your
team - from the chief executive to
your most junior member of staff.
Our approach looks at the bigger picture,
factoring in audits and detailed reports,
planning strategies for technology
development and the review of all systems
and operational costs to determine effective,
future-proof solutions.
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“We have used Shaw on a
number of key IT procurement
projects and their approach and
methodology always ensures a
stringent and transparent
process with an appropriate
outcome.”
 ick Capern,
M
Alliance Homes

SHAWC.CO.UK

STRATEGY
We develop strategies that ensure
your business works smarter, not
harder. Identifying your challenges
and objectives, our consultants
provide both short and long-term
plans to meet goals and targets.
Once we’ve established what you want from
your IT, we find opportunities to maximise the
efficiency of your technologies and new ways
they can support you. Together with your
organisation, Shaw consultants engage with
every member of your team to compile
a detailed plan of the required projects
and costs.
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• CLOUD & TECHNOLOGY
STRATEGIES
• BUSINESS SYSTEM STRATEGIES
• DIGITAL STRATEGIES
• INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES

“We used Shaw to get an unbiased view
from management, staff and residents to
understand their feelings of how IS was now
and their opinions of where it needed to go
in the future to match business aspirations.
Providing strong practical advice and
acting as a ‘critical friend’, they drew up a
final document solidifying workable ideas
from their wealth of experience from other
organisations.”
Mark Smith, Pennaf Housing Group

SHAWC.CO.UK

PROGRAMME
& PROJECTS
Working alongside clients in the social,
housing and wellbeing sectors, we optimise
the delivery of programmes and projects
of all shapes and sizes. Managing your
resources and internal and external partners,
we help you deliver on time and to budget.
Although each of our consultants are certified in
PRINCE 2, we work with your organisation and tailor
our project management approach to meet your
needs.
We operate on a strategic level; ensuring senior
members are engaged with authority to drive
the project through. Giving your senior staff
independence, Shaw empowers people to
operate most effectively in their role and work
efficiently within their teams.
Knowledge and skills transfer is a fundamental
component of our approach.
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“Shaw provided first-class assistance and
expertise for our data centre procurement,
build project and major infrastructure
refresh project requiring OJEU procurement
processes and project management. They
worked to very tight deadlines with results
of the highest quality.”
Ian Whitwell, Muir Group

SHAWC.CO.UK

PROCUREMENTS
& SPECIFICATIONS
Shaw consultants are experts at managing
procurements and specifying requirements
for technology platforms, systems and
services for any type of organisation. Our
experience extends far beyond technology
– we have helped procure telephony,
contact centre, mobile contracts, auditors
and managed services.
Offering businesses an end-to-end managed
process, we help you choose the right procurement
route, breaking down the process into manageable
chunks to provide templates and assessment
methodologies to help at each stage. These ensure
compliance with procurement requirements and help
to avoid legal challenges.
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“It’s fair to say Shaw Consulting did not only support
us, but was instrumental in making it a success.
Their expertise took all the pain from what was a
complex proposal, ensuring we met the criteria
asked of us and liaised with suppliers to ensure
they met the brief. They provided comprehensive
advice and the work they undertook made things
flawless. Every step from start to conclusion, we
were supported. I would be happy to appoint Shaw
for other work and highly recommend them.”
Adam Stewart, Yorkshire Housing

SHAWC.CO.UK

SERVICE
REVIEWS
Getting the most out of your systems and
technologies will ensure you can deliver the
best service possible, all year round.
Our consultants have over 20 years’
experience in evaluating IT applications,
ICT infrastructures and IT services.
Using extensive knowledge of the sector, we’ll assess
your team, costs and service, and whether or not
your technology is maximising their success. We look
at how effective your IT service is and whether it is
structured correctly to benefit customers and the
business. From there, our consultants can get failing
projects back on track and identify the areas
that might need a little improvement.
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“At a time when we need independent
support and advice on developing our use
of technology, Shaw is helping us unlock
areas of our business where we are seeking
improvements in efficiency and service
delivery. Shaw’s wealth of experience of
where technology would work best for us
has been invaluable in taking this forward.”
Russell Wright,
South Yorkshire Housing Association
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RECRUITMENT
When it comes to growing your business,
we recognise the importance of finding
the right person for the job. Our broad
understanding of the sector and technical
requirements for varying roles allows us
to hand pick future members of your team.
Shaw carefully sources candidates using social
media and advertisements on relevant job boards,
but we can also work together with recruitment
companies. We manage the end-to-end process
from advertising right through to filtering, short-listing
and technically assessing possible candidates.
Unlike other companies that might charge you a
percentage of the candidate’s salary, we only charge
you for our time.
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“By taking the time to learn about our business, our
culture and also specific requirements, Shaw have
been able to provide us with unique offer to our needs
i.e. they have provided support for initial selection and
short-listing process of candidates, design of technical
tests for them, as well as advising during face-toface interviews. We have found them very responsive,
reliable and effective to provide additional support
for our recruitment process for IT staff. We highly
recommend the service of Shaw Consulting.”
Artur Dzido, Housing Plus
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OUR CLIENTS
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